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IMPORTANT NOTICE:

The information listed below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of 

the contractual relationship. While we strive to ensure that all elements of this docu-

ment are accurate and up-to-date, this material does not constitute professional 

advice. Blockkonnect does not warrant or accept any legal liability arising from the 

accuracy, reliability, timeliness or completeness of any content in this document. Con-

tributors, sponsors and potential Blockkonnect holders must seek appropriate inde-

pendent professional advice before relying on any material-based obligation or tran-

saction published in this document for which material is published for reference only.

Blockkonnect investments are not intended to create titles in any jurisdiction. This 

document does not constitute a prospectus or an offer of any kind and does not imply 

that it is an offer of securities or an application for investment in securities in any juris-

diction whatsoever.

PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO 
THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU ARE ADVISED TO CONSULT YOUR 
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). 

Read the following note carefully before reading this document prepared by the company 

(“Whitepaper”). This notice applies to everyone who has read this document. Please note that 

this notice can be modified or updated. The white paper of Blockkonnect. No shares or other 

securities of the Company are offered for subscription or sale in any jurisdiction in accordance 

with the Whitepaper. The whitepaper is publicly available for information purposes only and 

does not require any action by the public or shareholders of the Company. The Whitepaper 

does not constitute an offer or invitation to anyone to enter or register shares or other securities 

in the Company. Currently, the Company’s shares are not offered for registration under the 

Securities Act of any country or a securities law of any country. No one is obligated to enter into 

any contract or legal obligation to sell, purchase, sponsor or contribute to the growth of Bloc-

kkonnect.
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS 

Some of the statements in the Whitepaper include forward-looking statements which reflect 

Blockkonnect’s current views with respect to product development, execution roadmap, finan-

cial performance, business strategy and future plans, both with respect to the Company and 

the sectors and industries in which the Company operates. Statements which include the 

words ''expects'', ''intends'', ''plans'', ''believes'', ''projects'', ''anticipates'', ''will'', ''targets'', ''aims'', 

''may'', ''would'', ''could'', ''continue'' (and any conjugation thereof) and any similar statements 

are of a future or forward-looking nature. All forward-looking statements address matters that 

involve risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could 

cause the actual results to differ materially from those indicated in these statements. These 

factors include but are not limited to those described in the part of the Whitepaper entitled 

''Risk Factors'', which should be read in conjunction with the other cautionary statements that 

are included in the Whitepaper. Any forward-looking statements in the Whitepaper reflect the 

current views with respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertain-

ties and assumptions relating to the operations, results of operations and growth strategy. 

These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the Whitepaper. Subject to 

industry acceptable disclosure and transparency rules and common practices, the Company 

undertakes no obligation publicly to update or review any forward-looking statement, whether 

as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise. All subsequent written and 

oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or individuals acting on behalf of 

the Company are expressly qualified in their entirety by this paragraph. Prospective buyers or 

Crowdfunding contributors or sponsors of Blockkonnect should specifically consider the 

factors identified in the Whitepaper, which could cause actual results to differ before making a 

purchase, contribution or sponsorship decision.

 No statement in the Whitepaper is intended as a profit forecast and no statement in the White-

paper should be interpreted to mean that the earnings of the Company for the current or future 

years would be as may be implied in this Whitepaper. I hereby acknowledge that I have read 

and understand the notices and disclaimers set out above.
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01 INTRODUCTION

Blockkonnect is an innovative cryptocurrency operating on the blockchain technology 

with the vision to provide a knowledge sharing option related to blockchain and other 

tech related information. Blockkonnect also serves as a gateway for companies looking 

to get into the blockchain space. With so much of the global community being cons-

tantly connected to social media, delivering news alerts on social media channels. 

News outlets can share breaking stories, alerts and other important bits of news 

instantly with their followers. So, will Blockkonnect connect everyone to the fascinating 

world of blockchain.
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02 BLOCKKONNECT INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING

2

1 Blockkonnect is a blockchain and crypto currency social network and forum.

2 Blockkonnect enables very fast microtransactions and trading.

3 Blockkonnect relies on the blockchain technology. 

4 It has a single-minded community and development team behind it. 

5 Blockkonnect is capable of rewarding content creators who create original

content. 



03 BLOCKKONNECT’S PROMOTIONAL STRATEGY

3

We promote Blockkonnect through different methods for maximum exposure, such 

promotional methods include:

As an enterprise brand, Blockkonnect is prominently featured across different top-ranking sites 

and blogs. This helps to expose Blockkonnect to an even greater audience

B) WEBSITES

While marketing Blockkonnect, we also extend beyond the usual field of influence, these 

foreign connections are exactly what Blockkonnect needs. Developing honest, authentic, and 

mutually beneficial relationships with influencers on different social media platforms has 

helped in making Blockkonnect more popular among people of different class and age.

A) INFLUENCERS



Social media is pretty much one of our major method of promotion. There are two ways we 

connect with our audience via social- paid and organic. Below is a quick breakdown of both: 

C) SOCIAL MEDIA

4

Word of mouth is still worth its weight in gold. Due to the value that Blockkonnect provides, 

Members cannot help but to invite both friends and families alike.

D) WORD OF MOUTH

ORGANIC Organic promotion on social media comes in the simple form of having a 

presence; e.g. a Facebook page, Twitter and Instagram profiles. We con-

nect with our audience in a meaningful way.

PAID According to a 2016 report by Kenshoo, mobile app ad click-through rates 

(CTRs) went up 32% YoY, while the inverse happened to CPC (cost per 

click), which decreased by 33%. Investing money on Blockkonnect’s pro-

motion boost our discoverability and gets us more people flocking to 

Blockkonnect. Because of our broad audiences and ability to segment, 

Facebook and Instagram are very effective advertisement platforms for 

Blockkonnect. 



04 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

5

Blockkonnect is wonderful in many ways. It captures individuals with its own hybrid 

technology and has everyone longing to interact with one another. The Blockkonnect 

protocol will be key to promoting blockchain technology and improving the public per-

ception of tokens as a social network. The vision of the team behind Blockkonnect is 

solid, with the main focus on trustless solutions, instant transaction, and high liquidity.

The Blockkonnect ledger operates mainly on the SCRYPT algorithm because the Teams 

goal is to have this currency accepted all over the world. The team believes that a coin 

should have functionalities which can cater to human interaction and sharing of 

knowledge so that people can benefit on many levels, and not just focusing on one spe-

cific scenario.



05 WHAT BLOCKKONNECT IS NOT

6

Blockkonnect is not a get-rich-quick scheme. Investing in Blockkonnect will not make 

you an instant millionaire. Investors are focused on the long haul and use of Blockkon-

nect in making extremely fast and secure transactions.

BLOCKKONNECT HELPS TO SOLVE THE FOLLOWING PROBLEMS

1 Blockkonnect pays content creators for posting new ideas and topics.

2 Blockkonnect enables people to tip each other on any post they like.

3 Blockkonnect helps with International transactions.

4 Blockkonnect helps to facilitate extremely complex supply chains.



06 WHY IS BLOCKKONNECT A BETTER PAYMENT OPTION?

7

Blockkonnect is disruptive and is growing at an exponential rate. Blockkonnect as a 

new, easy to access token, will appeal to content creators in larger numbers than we’ve 

seen with Fiat. As such, 

BLOCKKONNECT WILL HAVE GREAT APPEAL FOR

1 Long-term holders. Those who wish to invest and hold Blockkonnect for any

potential future value.

2 Cryptocurrency enthusiasts wishing to be involved in the development of the

next evolutionary step of the digital coin market.

3 Users can cash out their Blockkonnect or do a trade in with other currencies.

4 Blockkonnect can be used as another source of income.

5 Blockkonnect can be used to reward content creators within the community.



07 TOKEN AND FUND ALLOCATION

Token Sale: 68%

Team Member: 10%

To Run the Forum: 10%

Bounty: 4%

Held in Reserve: 8%

Continuous Development: 60%

Marketing: 20%

To Run the Forum: 20%

Bounty: 5%

Held in Reserve: 5%

Token
Distribution

Usage
of Funding

60%
60%

20%

10%

10%
10%

5%
4%

5%8%
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08 A SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES

A simple explanation of cryptocurrencies Imagine a world without money. Not easy to 

do. We’ve lived with money in some form or other since civilization began. Money is a 

way of storing your hard work in a convenient way to exchange for someone else’s hard 

work. We’re so used to money in its modern-day form that we don’t spend much time 

thinking about it as a concept. Modern fiat currencies such as the US Dollar and the 

Great British Pound are based on trust. These traditional currencies are no longer 

backed by anything (the gold standard ended in the US in 1971 and the UK in 1931). Trust 

works well in very large, stable, economies, however most of the world is made up of 

poor countries with less stable economies. When a government is short of money, it is 

awfully tempting to print some more. The problem with printing more money is that 

the store of value is decreased with the increase of supply. If you don’t already know 

about hyperinflation then Google the “Weimar Republic Hyperinflation” or “Zimbabwe 

hyperinflation” to see what happens to a currency when too much is printed.
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09 ELECTRONIC CURRENCY

Traditional currencies are made of paper and metal, however in most developed 

nations people can exchange these currencies between themselves electronically by 

relying on a third party (a bank) to store ledgers of the money. The bank stores a digital 

number (the amount of currency one person has) and they inform another bank that 

some of that money has been sent to someone else. One ledger is decreased and ano-

ther increased. All of the existing digital exchange of money is done by third party trust 

in banks. The concept of a cryptocurrency is not just a way to transfer money between 

people, it is an entirely new way of thinking about money. The reason we currently need 

banks to make digital transfers is because of something called the Double Spending 

Problem. All digital things can be copied. You’ve heard of the film industry suffering 

from pirated movies. The film industry has spent years and many millions of dollars 

trying to prevent it, but they have failed. Digital things can be copied. This means that 

in the past, any digital currency suffered from the ability of users to “print more of it”. 

The double spending problem is solved by cryptocurrency, and in solving it, has opened 

up a  radical new way of thinking about store of value, trust and convenience. Before 

you dismiss this and think “banks do a perfectly good job, we don’t need this” remem-

ber that.
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10 WHY NOT USE A BANK?

Being able to transfer money to someone else without having to use a bank dramatically redu-

ces the complexity and increases the speed of international transfers. This makes international 

trade easier and cheaper. With the amount of fraud that is reported online people are fearful of 

entering their financial information to make purchases, especially for small, low cost items. 

Cryptocurrencies can be anonymous and protect the payor and payee. There are over a billion 

people in the world that do not have access to a bank, and yet they have access to the internet. 

There are over 2 billion people in the world without a bank account, and mobile devices and 

internet access is growing fast.
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11 WHY USE THE BLOCKKONNECT?

1 Store value securely, privately and digitally.

2 Move that money around the world almost instantly with zero cost.

3 Blockkonnect offers a high level of security and anonymity without requiring a

bank to be involved.

4 Blockkonnect is digital and cannot be counterfeited or reversed arbitrarily by the

sender, as with credit card charge-backs.

5 Everyone can access Blockkonnect, there are approximately 2.2 billion individuals

with access to the Internet or mobile phones who don’t currently have access to

traditional exchange systems.

6 Blockkonnect solves the problem of slow transaction, while still maintaining a

coin that will be increasing in value.
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12 THE PROBLEM IN TODAY’S SOCIETY

Recently, the world has seen a lot of protests, riots, and demonstration by a lot of young 

people who feel that they have been cheated in one way or the other by governments 

in the country they come from some resulted in acts of violence as a result of these 

developments. Some of these youths make use of the social media on daily basis, but 

yet they cannot earn from it. Unlike the traditional social medias that we know, Bloc-

kkonnect will reward you for creating new contents. 

Blockkonnect offers a platform that everyone can use freely, it gives young people the 

opportunity to share information among themselves in any way very easily and the 

level of interaction is very high because your contacts to which your message is been 

carried is always online (at the computer or via cellphone). At the moment when you 

send a message, the person on the other side receives it and the conversation goes on.

Knowing how easy it is to use social media, youths can organize meetings or protests 

via the internet where every other young person online can find out about it and get all 

the information they need. This has made the world very communal in the sense that 

these social media platforms give young people the chance to communicate instantly 

among themselves and so easy that events happening miles away from locations of 

other people can be shared online for everybody. Wherever you come from, you have 

the possibility to know what is going on and even comment about it. What a world we 

live in now?

In the old days when events happened at one place, it would take a while before people 

at other locations would find out about them but now through social media, events 

and news are known worldwide in split seconds after they are shared and this has 

made the world one. 
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13 BLOCKKONNECT AS A SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM

Unlike traditional social media platforms, blokkonnect offers curation rewards to con-

tent creators. Social Media plays a very important role in today's life, social Media are 

web-based online tools that enable people to discover and learn new information, 

share ideas, interact with new people and organizations. It has changed the way people 

live their life today, it has made communication much easier. And allows the exchange 

of user-generated content like data, pictures, and videos. 

Studies have shown that quite a good number of people spend 25% of their time on 

social networking platforms, this goes further to show how relevant and popular social 

media platforms have become in recent times. The importance of Social Media can be 

seen in several fields such as business, entertainment, food, lifestyle, welfare and a host 

of others. It is important to any business because as an entrepreneur you own a brand 

and with the help of social media networking companies keep in touch with their cus-

tomers and get valuable information about them which may increase their brand 

value. Most of the entrepreneur and marketers have successfully used this platform 

when it comes to reaching potential clients.
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14 REASONS WHY YOU NEED TO JOIN THE BLOCKKONNECT
    TODAY

A social media platform like blockkonnect has made it easy to contact and message anyone 

just by searching for their names online. Smartphones have also played a very big role, previous-

ly you needed to have a PC or a laptop, but now you can be in touch with all your friends and 

relative on the move, even managing the business on the move is very common.

A) COMMUNICATION

With the advent of blockkonnect, one can now share photos about exciting moments of their 

lives with friends and family members miles away from them and even make some extra 

money by doing so. People were deprived of such things in the past and now they are just a 

click away from sharing the loving moments with their loved ones sitting miles away.

B) PHOTO SHARING

15



When it comes to raising funds or helping poor, social media networks like blockkonnect are 

always seen as a big platform to raise millions of dollars for charity or different awareness cam-

paign.

C) AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

Promotion on blockkonnect has gained a lot of confidence in the world of business and enter-

tainment, people can promote their work and increase the fan base by sharing information 

about their events and themselves. Through this platform, they can raise funds and monetize 

their works. Also, entrepreneurs can get information about what the people feel about their 

products through reviews on blockkonnect.

D) PROMOTION

16



15 HOW BLOCKKONNECT CAN SOLVE SOCIAL MEDIA'S
     BIGGEST PROBLEMS

Since the creation of the internet, one of the most significant developments, in human 

history was the emergence of the blockchain technology. To date, blockchain technolo-

gy has gained popularity primarily in industries concerned with cybersecurity and pay-

ments, due to its ability to execute smart contracts and secure, rapid transactions. Many 

have watched closely and profited greatly as the value of Bitcoin rises and falls, and in 

perhaps the best indicator of public traction, cryptocurrency became a Thanksgiving 

topic.

By utilizing the blockkonnect which is a social media platform based on the blockchain 

technology, the open ledger protocol provides, individuals and companies with the 

ability to better track user interaction within the blockkonnect network. This will 

enable the quantification of user’s worth to the network, and therefore a better idea of 

how they should be compensated for their activity. In-app currencies also supported by 

blockchain technology can fundamentally restructure how users consume contents 

within the blockkonnect network.
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16 ACCESS TO CONTENT

In countries like China, North Korea, and Syria, citizens can be blocked by the govern-

ment from accessing social media and certain content, including news, music, and 

more. Although VPNs offer a way around these restrictions, governments are also crac-

king down on these services. The concept of decentralized content offers an alternative 

to combat internet censorship. One company currently developing an open-source 

protocol to completely decentralize premium content is Blockkonnect.

By providing a distributed ledger, Blockkonnect ensures no entity can block valid 

access to content. Individuals can participate in the Blockkonnect network by purcha-

sing their native token, which they can use to both pays for content from other users 

and publish their own content. Beyond the difficulties of getting enough users to sign 

up to reach meaningful scale, a major barrier for blockchain-based social media adop-

tion will be the initial purchase of the token, as consumers have become accustomed 

to accessing social media services for free. In countries where access to content is not 

always guaranteed, however, the token could be a small price to pay for consistent 

access. One social media application of the blockchain that has gained more notoriety 

is combating fake news. 
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Userfeeds is one company looking to solve this issue by economically incentivizing 

users to rank content correctly. While the ability to control the spreading of written 

content is extremely relevant right now, the future of fake news may go beyond the wri-

tten word. Recent improvements in AI and machine learning make it possible to create 

realistic audiovisual copies of people. The possible use cases this technology opens up 

are staggering. Any group that utilizes propaganda as a tool for recruiting and marke-

ting could cause serious damage if the technology were made available to them, 

underscoring the importance of a proven validation system. While other social networ-

king platforms are in no imminent danger, the blockkonnect offers a unique solution to 

many of the industry’s deep-seated problems. By bringing together social networks 

and blockchain technology, it creates the possibility for a more interactive, trusted and 

rewarding experience on social media. Investing in Blokkonnect and other cryptocu-

rrencies are fascinating subjects that are becoming more and more popular.  Unders-

tanding these new digital currencies, how we can use them in our daily lives, and how 

they will affect global content creation are extremely important timely topics. If you 

have managed to avoid using cryptocurrency thus far, then blokkonnect should be your 

next option.

Here are several of the benefits of using blokkonnect, and how doing so can change 

your outlook on money altogether.

19



Unlike traditional payments, like cash and credit cards, blokkonnect are digital and encrypted; 

you cannot be ripped off in a transaction like you can be with legacy payment systems, and it is 

much harder to steal cryptocurrency compared to a wallet full cash. In a world where so many 

of our transactions are online, and our savings and credit rating are at stake at all times, 

anything that provides increased transactional security is a plus. And there is currently no tran-

saction mechanism that is currently more safe and secure than those that use cryptocurrency.

BETTER SECURITY

Another great benefit of using blokkonnect, especially when receiving payments for your con-

tents or purchasing real property, is that digital currency can help eliminate expensive brokers, 

lawyers, and other typical middlemen who inevitably raise the costs of already expensive tran-

sactions. Blokkonnect can essentially act like “a large property rights database”, according to 

one financial expert, and can be used to execute and enforce two-party contracts on items like 

Articles or tutorial-based contents, thus eliminating expensive brokerage and legal fees.

CUT OUT THE MIDDLEMAN

As more people, including billions of people in the developing world, increasingly use mobile 

devices linked to the Internet to conduct financial transactions, blokkonnect is truly going to 

come into its own. All cryptocurrency is designed for low cost, no-fee transactions, so undoub-

tedly these digital currencies will become increasingly popular as more people have access to 

mobile devices to conduct financial transactions. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, mobile 

phone technology spread rapidly through the developing world, and saturated markets where 

standard landline telephones had never been established; Blokkonnect is poised to do the 

same exact thing.

ACCESS TO EVERYONE IN EVERY MARKET

20



If you monetize contents or travel frequently, you are often exposed to exchange rate risk; that 

is, the transaction can be affected by currency exchange rates. You may also be subject to fees 

associated with exchanging one currency for another or find challenges in exchanging curren-

cy altogether. Fortunately, with cryptocurrencies like blokkonnect, that is a non-issue, as the 

digital currency is becoming even more acceptable at a given value. This helps to save time in 

determining a price for a transaction, as well as any fees associated with exchanging money 

from one form to another. As blokkonnect is increasingly adopted around the world, it is going 

to make financial transactions faster and simpler, which is a great thing for everyone involved.

UNIVERSAL RECOGNITION

One of the best things about blokkonnect is that unlike virtually any other type of money retai-

ning system (save for a wall safe or your wallet) you totally own it. Think about it: most traditio-

nal liquid asset systems – banks, credit unions, brokerage houses, or even high-tech ones like 

PayPal – take control of your funds and leave you subject to their terms of service. If they decide 

that you have violated those terms, they can suspend your account. They can change their 

terms of service and cause you to have to pay more or receive fewer funds for important tran-

sactions. With blockkonnect, you retain all of the funds on hand, so to speak, digitally, with no 

third-party involvement.

YOU ARE IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT

Both the financial and content sharing landscape has changed, and blokkonnect serves as a 

platform for people to voice their ideas, thoughts, and feelings. Whether your passion is busi-

ness, personal finance, cooking, politics, photography, or marketing, blokkonnect gives you the 

opportunity to connect and network with likeminded individuals who share the same passions.

EXPRESS YOURSELF AND SHARE YOUR PASSIONS
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Some people’s passions lean toward supporting a cause. Whether it’s a financial, environmen-

tal or social cause, blokkonnect is a great way to build awareness and garner support.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

If your someone who loves to teach, joining blokkonnect can provide the opportunity to educa-

te others interested in your field of expertise. The best part is that, as you build resources on the 

blokkonnect platform by teaching others, you can also have the chance to monetize your 

knowledge by creating educational content as well as networking with others.

SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Most people start out with one cryptocurrency, but along the way, they gain experience and 

eventually generate ideas for other currencies. What you learn from blokkonnect, the dos and 

don’ts, marketing strategies that are effective, how to make money trading cryptocurrencies, 

etc. - will help you accelerate the growth of future ventures.

LEARN HOW TO MAKE MONEY ONLINE

The more you write, the better you become at it. Most professional content creators write on a 

regular basis and therefore analyze and proofread their writing constantly. You may even get 

feedback from readers to help you become a better writer, both within and outside the 

blokkonnect community.

However, being a good writer is not a prerequisite for a success on blokkonnect. Many very 

high-profile members are self-proclaimed terrible writers, and part of their success could be 

attributed to their message and believe.

REFINE YOUR WRITING SKILLS
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blokkonnect is a community-based endeavor, and networking is one reason people engage in 

it. Whether you are a solopreneur or cryptocurrency enthusiast, to market your business, buil-

ding relationships will facilitate your growth on blokkonnect.

Meanwhile, growing your online network has its own side benefits, such as gaining access to 

valuable software and tools, seminars, workshops, product unveilings, and other events.

BUILD YOUR PROFESSIONAL NETWORK

Blokkonnect can be utilized as a platform to showcase your knowledge and expertise. Publi-

shing articles that are accurate, timely, relevant, and informative will eventually get the atten-

tion of industry insiders and earn you recognition as an authoritative source and thought-lea-

der.

BECOME AN AUTHORITY IN YOUR INDUSTRY

people join blokkonnect primarily to expand their online presence, connect with potential cus-

tomers, promote their brand in a positive conversation, and even generate online revenue. 

Beyond the immediate results, businesses use content marketing to rank their posts in search 

engines, thereby generating residual leads and revenue.

EARN MORE EXPOSURE

Blokkonnect is a great way for aspiring authors and freelance writers to build up an online port-

folio. By showcasing their writing skills on the platform with expansive reach, freelancers can 

grow their exposure and sign new clients.

BUILD AN ONLINE PORTFOLIO
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For companies and entrepreneurs, gaining online visibility is one of the best ways to grow subs-

cribers, leads and ultimately revenue. This can’t be achieved with a static corporate website. 

Creating blokkonnect content that is valuable, helpful, and/or entertaining is an effective way 

to grow your authority, online rankings, and traffic.

MARKET YOUR BUSINESS

As the internet and technology become more ingrained in our day-to-day lives, the benefits of 

blokkonnect or creating contents become impossible to ignore.

JOINING BLOCKKONNECT
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17 THE MISSION

Our Mission is to be recognized in the cryptocurrency world as one of the safest and 

most secure altcoins that help people to make money on the platform and also enable 

content creators to monetize their posts as well. Blockkonnect encourages people by 

giving back to the community.
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18 THE VISION

To become #1 among the cryptocurrencies that rewards internet users who contribute 

to the growth of the Blockkonnect community and also to be known as “Social Coin”. 

Also, to become widely known as one of the mostly used cryptocurrency for sending 

and receiving donations on various social media platforms and crowdfunding sites, to 

be listed on various exchanges worldwide and inclusion to CoinMarketCap.

Based on previous altcoin data, the price of Blockkonnect token wіll grow tremendously in a 

couple of months. An important аѕресt in the рrісе formation іѕ thе lіmіtеd number of tоkеnѕ 

involved in the Blockkonnect ecosystem. Market саріtаlіzаtіоn will grow to billions under such со

ndіtіоnѕ in a short period of time.

MARKET EXPECTATION
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19 STABILITY

Cryptocurrencies are decentralized and are secured by a strong cryptography. The 

market of cryptocurrency is fast and wide, almost every day, there are many new cryp-

tocurrencies that emerge into the crypto world. Blockkonnect is established to help 

content creators and investors with transactions using Blockkonnect and to ensure 

that no matter how uncertain the market is nowadays, there is still a coin that they can 

use and be rewarded by the community.
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20 BLOKKONNECT TRANSACTION

Unlike fiat money transactions, whereby your money is processed through аn іntеrmеd

іаrу, bank, or financial institution, transactions between Blockkonnect users are carried 

оut over thе Internet which makes the transaction mоrе rеlіаblе. Transaction Privacy is 

protected by secure cryptographic algorithm whеrеbу no оnе саn identify who ѕеnt thе 

money, who thе rесеіvеr wаѕ, аnd what аmоunt of mоnеу was transferred.



BLOCKKONNECT ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.


